Final Remarks

Lastly we are transiting through the era of communicability and this quality must be translated to the whole global village quickly without wasting time for the welfare of the whole of humanity.

Also that it is necessary an opening towards new professionals in the context of the multimedia in order to increase quality and cut down production costs. Therefore, the new philosophy and team work required in the context of the software industry to obtain products and high quality services, particularly in the multimedia framework, is the intersection of the fact and formal sciences. We have also seen what the new generation of the web might eventually be like. Without any doubt it is a real challenge towards the future.

I would like to close this book with two authors, Plato¹: “Some day, in the distant future, our grandchildren’s grandchildren will develop a new equivalent of our classrooms. They will spend many hours in front of boxes with fires glowing within. May they have the wisdom to know the difference between light and knowledge”, and Kevin Kelly²: “It is communication that makes the world move, not computers. Communication is the base of our civilization, culture, memory and of our identity as human beings”, who have laid the stress on education and communication.

ENDNOTES

² http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/1998/novembre/15/Kelly_hippy_alla_conquista_Internet_co_0_9811155378.shtml